S-Series 600
Ice Cube Machine

- Up to 650 lbs. (295 kgs.) daily ice production
- Only 30" (76.20 cm) wide
- Removable water distribution tube with no tools
- Food zone designed with soft, round, cove corners
- Patented cleaning and sanitizing technology
- Select components made with AlphaSan® antimicrobial
- Hinged front door for easy access
- Warranty
  - 5-year parts and 5-year labor coverage on ice machine evaporator
  - 5-year parts and 3-year labor coverage on ice machine compressor
  - 3-year parts-and-labor coverage on all other ice machine, dispenser, and storage bin components

ISO 9001:2000 Certified

Sanitation
We've made it simple to clean

Energy
The perfect balance of power and efficiency

Sound
Designed to run whisper-quiet

Serviceability
Easy access means less downtime

America's #1 Selling Ice Machine
Ice Cube & Flake Machines • Ice Storage Bins • Ice Dispensers
Space-Saving Designs

B-400

B-570

Height 59.50" 71.50"
151.13 cm 181.61 cm

Width 30.00" 30.00"
76.20 cm 76.20 cm

Depth 34.00" 34.00"
86.30 cm 86.30 cm

Bin Storage 290 lbs. 430 lbs.
131.7 lbs. 195 lbs.

Storage Bin

Installation Note -
Minimum installation clearance—Top/sides: 8" (20.32 cm); Back: 5" (12.7 cm).